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OSHA Engineering Guidelines Will Hit Energy Industry Hard 
By Greg C. Dillard and Scott A. Elliott* 

This article was originally published in Law360 on June 24, 2015. 

As employers familiar with the process safety management (“PSM”) standard are aware, the U.S. Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration’s shifting enforcement of its regulations can at times pose significant compliance challenges. 
Perhaps no other aspect of the PSM standard exemplifies this challenge more than the requirements to comply with 
recognized and generally accepted good engineering practices ("RAGAGEP"). RAGAGEP plays a central role for 
operators as they evaluate the ongoing use and operation of equipment. 

OSHA's enforcement of this term — which is not defined — has been fraught with a lack of clarity and much controversy 
since the PSM standard went into effect in 1992. This lack of clarity has left many employers to struggle with uncertainty 
around basic questions, such as what are the appropriate RAGAGEP for a given process or type of equipment. 

On June 8, OSHA significantly expanded the meaning of RAGAGEP. While the guidance, issued in an enforcement 
memorandum, “RAGAGEP in Process Safety Management Enforcement,” purports to interpret how employers can comply 
with the RAGAGEP requirements, it in fact substantively alters the standard. This new memorandum modifies employers’ 
safety obligations, and is sure to raise more questions about the future of RAGAGEP enforcement than it answers. 

What Does the PSM Standard Require? 

Notwithstanding the high profile of RAGAGEP, the term appears only twice in the text of the PSM standard. The first 
instance relates to the standard’s requirement for employers to compile documentation about the hazards of the process, 
the technology of the process and the equipment in the process. The purpose of this documentation, which is referred to 
as process safety information (“PSI”) is “to enable the employer … to identify and understand the hazards posed by [the 
process] ...” 29 C.F.R. Section 1910.119(d). With respect to RAGAGEP, the standard requires that “[t]he employer shall 
document that equipment complies with recognized and generally accepted good engineering practices.” Id. at 
1910.119(d)(3)(ii). 

The only other use of the term “RAGAGEP” is in the standard’s mechanical integrity provision, which is intended to 
prevent losses of containment by ensuring the ongoing integrity of process equipment. In addition to developing a 
mechanical integrity program, the standard requires that “[i]nspection and testing procedures shall follow recognized and 
generally accepted good engineering practices.” Id. at 1910.119(j)(4)(ii). 

Expanding RAGAGEP 

The June 8, 2015, enforcement memorandum represents an unprecedented expansion of OSHA's interpretation of 
RAGAGEP. Since the enactment of the PSM standard in 1992, OSHA has offered only limited guidance on RAGAGEP. In 
general, OSHA’s prior statements on RAGAGEP noted that the PSM standard did not intend to incorporate all consensus 
standards and codes, and reiterated the flexibility available to employers in complying with requirements of PSM. See, 
e.g., Letter from Richard Fairfax, Director, Directorate of Enforcement Programs, Federal OSHA, to Lois Ferson, Manager 
of Standards Services, ISA (March 23, 2000) [hereinafter ISA Letter]. This approach is consistent with OSHA’s overall 
intent that the PSM standard be a flexible, performance-oriented regulation. Id. 
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The enforcement memorandum goes beyond these previously limited interpretations in several significant respects. First, 
while OSHA acknowledges that RAGAGEP appears in only limited instances in the text of the PSM standard, the 
memorandum instructs inspectors to consider the concept more broadly. For instance, the memorandum asserts that 
RAGAGEP applies to “process equipment design, installation, operation, and maintenance; inspection and test practices; 
and inspection and test frequencies.” This broad characterization arises from a combination of the two references to 
RAGAGEP in the standard and where the standard “implies the use of RAGAGEP.”1  

The enforcement memorandum also takes new, expansive positions regarding the scope of the two textual references to 
RAGAGEP. For example, one of the memorandum’s 16 “enforcement considerations” asserts that “[i]n accordance with 
1910.119(d)(3)(ii), employers must document that their covered process equipment and equipment whose operation 
could affect that process equipment comply with RAGAGEP.” (Emphasis added). Again, this apparently extratextual 
interpretation runs counter to the language of Section (d)(3), which makes no reference to “equipment that could affect the 
process.” The PSM standard’s preamble makes the intent of (d)(3) even clearer, as it repeatedly highlights the applicability 
of this requirement to only “process equipment.” 57 Fed. Reg. 6374-75 (“the final type of information that the proposal 
required … pertains to the equipment in the process. Since the equipment used in a process can have a significant 
adverse impact on ... safety”; “in paragraph (d)(3)(ii) OSHA proposed that the employer document that the process 
equipment being used complies with applicable consensus codes and standards ...”). Regardless, employers now need to 
acknowledge that OSHA expects them to apply RAGAGEP and its documentation requirements to a larger class of 
equipment. 

In other instances, the new memorandum does not limit the use of RAGAGEP to only the direct or “implied” references in 
the standard. In a section, “Other Uses of RAGAGEP Materials in PSM,” OSHA notes that “RAGAGEP can also provide 
useful background and context” and instructs inspectors to “identify and document hazards and feasible means of 
abatement when reviewing other aspects of the employer’s PSM program and covered equipment.” How this will be 
enforced remains to be determined. 

Narrowing Performance-Oriented Nature of PSM Standard 

Perhaps more fundamentally, the enforcement memorandum suggests interpretations that are contrary to the overall 
philosophy of the PSM standard. OSHA has repeatedly explained that, “When not specified, the employer has flexibility in 
complying with the requirements of PSM, including recognized and generally accepted good engineering practices.” See 
ISA Letter. Now OSHA is retreating from this approach in several respects. While there are additional examples, two of the 
most significant relate to the memorandum’s treatment of employers’ internal standards and OSHA’s view that it is 
inappropriate to “mix” RAGAGEP. 

Employer Standards 

One of the highest profile recent controversies in RAGAGEP enforcement is the applicability of employer’s internal 
standards. This question, addressed most prominently in the recent Secretary of Labor v. BP Products North America, et. 
al. decision, cuts to the center of the standard’s performance-oriented philosophy; namely, whether an employer may 
develop internal standards that can serve as RAGAGEP. 

OSHA’s early guidance confirmed that employer standards can serve as RAGAGEP. For example, in a previous internal 
memorandum to regional administrators, OSHA suggested that employers can select their own RAGAGEP, and in doing 
so can use either published, consensus industry standards or their internal standards. See Memorandum Regarding 

                                                 
1  This provision, which relates to the frequency of inspections and testing, requires employers to follow “manufacturer’s recommendations and 

good engineering practice, and more frequently if indicated by operating experience.” 29 C.F.R. Section 1910.119(j)(4)(iii).  
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DuPont Belle, West Virginia, Incident and Use of Flexible Hose in Toxic Gas Service, from Thomas Galassi, Director, 
Directorate of Enforcement Programs, Federal OSHA, to Regional Administrators, State Plan Designees (Oct. 2, 2012). 

Use of internal standards is consistent with the intent of the drafters of the PSM standard, who discussed the effect of 
internal standards in the preamble: “[s]everal rule-making participants ... suggested that if this provision is to be truly 
performance-oriented, employers should have the flexibility to follow internal standards and manufacturers’ 
recommendations as well as applicable codes and standards. OSHA agrees with these rule-making participants. Since the 
phrase ‘recognized and generally accepted good engineering practices’ would include both appropriate internal standards 
and applicable codes and standards, OSHA has decided to use this phrase in this provision of the final rule.” 57 Fed. Reg. 
6390-91 (1992). 

However, the enforcement memorandum does not identify internal standards as a “primary source of RAGAGEP.” Instead, 
the enforcement memorandum explains that OSHA rejects “employer standards that deviated from published RAGAGEP 
where the deviations were less protective than the published requirements.” Interestingly, the memorandum’s enforcement 
considerations reinforce this distinction between RAGAGEP and employer standards by suggesting that failure to comply 
with employer internal standards should not even be cited as a RAGAGEP violation. According to the memorandum, 
where an employer fails to meet internal standards that are more stringent than published RAGAGEP, the violation may 
be cited under other PSM requirements, such as the requirement to operate within acceptable limits. 

Instead of characterizing employer standards as RAGAGEP, the memorandum provides a list of “legitimate purposes” that 
internal standards may serve, including translating the requirements of published RAGAGEP, providing the necessary 
requirements for unique processes that do not have RAGAGEP, and supplementing or augmenting published RAGAGEP. 
OSHA’s refusal to expressly acknowledge that internal standards may serve as RAGAGEP, so long as they reflect sound 
engineering principles, runs counter to the clear, performance oriented intent of these provisions. 

“Inappropriately” Mixing RAGAGEP 

OSHA further narrows the flexibility the PSM drafters intended to be available to employers by explaining that “selectively 
applying individual provisions from multiple RAGAGEP ... might be inappropriate.” OSHA contends that standard writing 
organizations have developed requirements as “packages,” and therefore, selective application of portions of applicable 
RAGAGEP could inadequately control hazards. 

There is no support in the PSM standard for this take-it-or-leave-it approach to RAGAGEP selection. While OSHA 
concedes that some case-by-case analysis of company guidelines may be warranted by inspectors, it does not provide 
meaningful guidance to the regulated community with regard to how they should evaluate guidance published in multiple 
consensus standards. Notwithstanding this concession, OSHA’s apparent decision to require an employer to select and 
apply all requirements of one particular consensus document is a dramatic deviation from the historically performance-
based intent of the PSM standard. OSHA has substantively modified the flexibility the standard provides employers to 
apply the engineering practices that they determine best address their particular challenges, and this extratextual 
interpretation restricts an employer’s ability to select the most appropriate RAGAGEP for their process. 

Failure to Address Updated RAGAGEP 

Another high-profile RAGAGEP issue centers on how an employer should address updates to RAGAGEP. Published 
industry standards are periodically updated for a variety of reasons, such as technological advances or learnings from 
incidents. The PSM standard does not, however, require that an employer document compliance with updated RAGAGEP. 
Rather, a separate provision of the standard, 29 C.F.R. Section 1910.119(d)(3)(iii), provides that “[f]or existing equipment 
designed and constructed in accordance with codes, standards or practices that are no longer in general use, the 
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employer shall determine and document that the equipment is designed, maintained, inspected, tested and operating in a 
safe manner.” (Emphasis added). 

OSHA further addressed this issue in a 2006 standard interpretation letter, explaining that “OSHA generally does not 
require the employer to upgrade its covered equipment to meet a change in a latter version of some RAGAGEP. The only 
exception to this would be if the equipment was being changed and an applicable RAGAGEP required that the equipment 
be updated to meet the latest version of the RAGAGEP.” Letter from Edwin Foulke to E.C. Palmer, Jr., LAMB Group, LLC 
(July 12, 2006). (Emphasis added). 

Even more recently, OSHA acknowledged this limitation in its Dec. 9, 2013, request for information (“RFI”) relating to rule-
making efforts OSHA is considering to formally revise the PSM standard. As OSHA notes in the RFI, “the PSM standard 
does not require employers to evaluate updates to applicable RAGAGEP or to examine new RAGAGEP after evaluating 
and documenting compliance with either Sections 1910.119(d)(3)(ii) or (iii).” 

But, the enforcement memorandum shifts away from these prior positions. OSHA is asserting employers must conform to 
updated provisions when new clauses are explicitly made retroactive in a RAGAGEP document. In addition, OSHA’s 
guidance also directs inspectors to consider whether companies have adequately addressed updated provisions even 
when they have not been deemed to retroactively apply by determining and documenting that their equipment is 
“designed, maintained, inspected, tested and operating in a safe manner.” OSHA believes the documentation effort may 
be accomplished by the use of process hazard analysis revalidations or the management of change process. Even though 
companies may not be required to perform extensive mechanical retrogrades to equipment, the paperwork burden of 
evaluating updated RAGAGEP and justifying how their equipment complies could prove a daunting task. 

Should vs. Shall 

The memorandum also provides OSHA’s revised policy on enforcing mandatory (“shall”) versus recommended (“should”) 
statements published in consensus standards. With regard to “should” statements, OSHA explains that these are “an 
acceptable and preferred approach ... to controlling a recognized hazard,” and, if the statement is applicable, OSHA 
presumes that where employers deviate from it, a violation has occurred unless the employer can document that an 
alternative approach is at least as protective. Effectively, in OSHA’s eyes, an employer can no longer consider a 
consensus standard’s “should” recommendations but must select an alternative option that the employer determines is 
more appropriate for its facility unless it documents — to OSHA’s satisfaction — why its selection is more protective. 

Uncertain Path Ahead 

OSHA’s enforcement memorandum represents a broad expansion in the agency’s thought on RAGAGEP. In many 
respects, employers now face greater uncertainty when addressing the questions raised by the memorandum, such as 
how to determine what equipment “could affect” process equipment for purposes of complying with the PSM standard’s 
PSI requirements, evaluating how best to respond to updates to RAGAGEP, and whether an employer’s internal 
standards can incorporate the provisions from multiple consensus industry standards. Likewise, OSHA faces a daunting 
burden in implementing the enforcement guidance. 

The enforcement considerations outlined in the memorandum will require OSHA inspectors to evaluate the adequacy of 
detailed and specialized industry requirements, as well companies’ engineering-based deviations. As this memorandum is 
put into effect, OSHA is likely to face scrutiny from both employers and judges, likely ensuring RAGAGEP remains one of 
the most controversial aspects of the PSM standard for years to come. 


